QuarryCut Installation Instructions

Concrete Masonry Stucco – Clean and Untreated

- Sandblast or waterblast the original surface then rinse away dust thoroughly and score with a wire brush. (Figure 2)
- If it does contain form oil, treat the surface with muriatic acid, rinse no release agents (such as form oil), check newly poured concrete.

Metal Buildings

- Metal buildings require installation of a minimum 2.5 lb. or 3.4 lb. self-furred metal building lath. (Figure 1)
- ASTM C1063 (Specification for Metal Lath). Weep Screeds shall be installed at the bottom of the exterior stud walls in accordance with ASTM C1063.
- All installations shall follow guidelines of ASTM C926 (Application of Portland Cement-based Plaster). Water-resistant barrier to prevent water penetration into the structure.
- Receive Interior and Exterior Portland Cement-based Plaster). Water-resistant barrier shall be minimum 2 separate layers Grade D paper (ICC-ES Acceptance Criteria AC38). Lath shall be minimum 2.5 lb. or 3.4 lb. self-furred meeting ASTM C847 (Specification for Metal Lath). Weep Screeds shall be installed at the bottom of the exterior stud walls in accordance with ASTM C1063.

Please note:

- All buildings shall be insulated as required to conserve energy and shall be insulated according to the local building code.
- Please note: The thickness of the exterior wall may vary and also the building plan shall be designed accordingly.
- Please verify that all flashings have been properly installed.
- Please verify that all flashings have been properly integrated with the exterior wall system.

HOW TO BUY GENUINE STONE

1. Choose your application. Do you plan to use your stone for an exterior wall or interior wall? Will you be adding a fireplace, custom archway, or custom column?
2. Mix in a custom blend of stone and cement.
3. Pick the perfect type of stone. Warm browns, rich plums, crisp greys. With so many shades available, you'll be sure to find the one that reflects your personality. Choosing the right look you desire, whether it's a classic farmhouse in fieldstone or a chic ledgestone chalet.
4. Do you like traditional, country or contemporary?
5. Dry stack vs. mortar. The stone can be installed dry stack, which means that the pieces of stone to give a special finishing touch to your project. The finished appearance is simple and natural. You can also choose to use mortar – grout that is added between blocks aren't pointed with mortar or grout to fill in the gaps. The finished appearance is distinctly yours. Add a dash of sparkling mica to turn up the shine or create a variance in natural stone formations, these specifications may not be reflective of all the stone you receive.

Laboratory tests are performed on a sample of each particular product. These tests accurately report the specifications of the stone sampled and will generally reflect the specifications found on the majority of that product, but due to the variance in natural stone formations, these specifications may not be reflective of all the stone you receive.

Our beautiful pure stone is sold by leading authorized dealers throughout the United States. Please call us today to find the dealer nearest you.

77 Wells Road, Parker Ford, PA 17562
(877) 555-5555
info@quarrycut.com
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FOREVER BECAUSE STONE IS FOREVER

About QuarryCut

QuarryCut is the name given to the process whereby natural stone is hand selected and processed. The stone is then left in its natural state or sanded and polished to achieve the desired look.

Our mountains yield outstanding varieties of color and shape, allowing us to complement any esthetic, any style, anywhere. We own or have exclusive rights to our quarries – which ensures superior pricing and unmatched attention to detail. Please note: Laboratory tests are performed on a sample of each particular product. These tests accurately report the specifications of the stone sampled and will generally reflect the specifications found on the majority of that product, but due to the variance in natural stone formations, these specifications may not be reflective of all the stone you receive.

Please verify that all flashings have been properly installed and integrated with your exterior wall system. Your local building department and local building code will supersede all other written or verbal installation instructions provided by QuarryCut Thin Stone™.

It is important to recognize that QuarryCut thin stone is a natural veneer, a facing attached to the wall for purposes of providing ornamentation. It is not intended as a structural product or a waterproofing element. Most importantly, quarrycut thin stone is an adhered stone supported through the adhesion of an approved bonding material applied to an approved backing. Please note: Laboratory tests are performed on a sample of each particular product. These tests accurately report the specifications of the stone sampled and will generally reflect the specifications found on the majority of that product, but due to the variance in natural stone formations, these specifications may not be reflective of all the stone you receive.
COLORS & SHAPES

QuarryCut thin cut stone is exquisite, natural and durable. Best of all, it is available in a countless variety of colors, shapes and styles. You can blend colors, add a special touch with mortar and design the look of your dreams.

As you enjoy the beautiful installations found throughout this catalog, please remember that we can create almost anything. So if you love a certain shade or shape, it can be installed wherever you want.

Every style you see here is also available in corners – cut to exacting measurements to ensure the perfect finished look.

DIMENSIONS

Squares & Strips
4-12" high x 4-16" wide

Ledges
2-4" high x 3-14" wide

Irregular
3-11" high x 3-14" wide

Standard corner
4-12" high, 1 return 3-6", 2 return 4-12"

Ledge corner
2-4" high, 1 return 3-6", 2 return 4-12"
For centuries, it’s been waiting. Buried within an immense quarry nestled high in America’s mountains – a miraculous trove of riches. Grand blocks of elegant grey…majestic plums…remarkable shades of earthy brown. Every one is its own work of art.

Nothing says forever like genuine stone from QuarryCut. Available in an opulent array of colors and shapes, only stone dazzles the senses with its spectacular beauty and incomparable style. Breathe new life into your exterior spaces or bring the wonder indoors. With thin cut stone, it’s easier than you think.

From dramatic ledgestone to sparkling mica to gracious fieldstone, our newly expanded collection enhances your lifestyle and adds tremendous value to your home. And each stunning piece is sourced from our own American quarries and expertly finished with no dyes or chemicals.
EXTERIOR ELEGANCE
When does a home become a treasure?

Your house speaks volumes about you – your accomplishments, tastes, dreams. Say it with pure stone. Transform an ordinary property into something extraordinary with our magnificent thin cut stone. Easy to install and available in a gorgeous assortment of shapes and shades – including corners – our genuine stone never fades and is always in impeccable style.

Clockwise from top left:
- 40% Brown Squares & Strips
- 40% Dark Squares & Strips
- 20% Plum Squares & Strips
- Dark Forrest Squares & Strips
- Split Grey Ledge
- Old Philadelphia Squares & Strips

We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.
We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.

Clockwise from top left:
- Mica Blend Squares & Strips
- Pine Lake Squares & Strips
- 50% Brown Irregular 50% Dark Irregular
- Manchester Squares & Strips
- 40% Split Field Irregular 40% Brown Irregular 10% Dark Irregular 10% Plum Irregular
- 50% Mica Blend Squares & Strips 50% Mica Blend Ledge
Clockwise from top left:
- Mica Blend Squares & Strips
- Old Philadelphia Irregular
- Mica Blend Squares & Strips
- Brown Squares & Strips
- 50% Split Field
  40% Brown
  10% Plum
  50% Irregular
  50% Squares & Strips

We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.
We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.

Clockwise from top left:
- New England Irregular
- Huntsville Squares & Strips
- 50% Brown Ledge
  50% Dark Ledge
- Old Philadelphia Ledge
Indulge in an enduring oasis in your own backyard.

Make it happen, with our timeless collection of pure stone. Add a wall that looks legendary...create the perfect finishing touch around a crystal blue pool...craft an unforgettable outdoor entertainment area. Only stone is forever.
Clockwise from top left:

- Barnstable Irregular
- 40% Split Field Irregular
  30% Brown Irregular
  30% Dark Irregular
- Brown Irregular
- Huntsville Squares & Strips
- 60% Split Field Ledge
  40% Split Grey Ledge
- 45% Dark Irregular
  45% Brown Irregular
  10% Plum Irregular

We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.
Clockwise from top left:
- New England Irregular
- 40% Split Field Irregular
  30% Brown Irregular
  30% Dark Irregular
- 40% Brown
  40% Split Field
  20% Split Grey
  50% Squares & Strips
  50% Ledge
- Crystal Creek Squares & Strips
- 50% Manchester
  50% Crystal Creek
  50% Irregular
  50% Squares & Strips
- Mica Blend Squares & Strips

We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.
Bring the natural beauty indoors.

Accent a fireplace and make an enduring statement. With genuine thin cut stone, the possibilities are boundless. From traditional to cosmopolitan, there’s a design that is distinctly yours. And with an outstanding selection of colors, you can choose the ideal look – including your own custom blend. Elegant and everlasting, QuarryCut stone will become the focal point of your home.

Clockwise from top left:
- Manchester Ledge
- 45% Split Field Squares & Strips
- 45% Brown Squares & Strips
- 10% Plum Squares & Strips
- River Rounds
- 50% Brown Ledge
- 25% Split Field Ledge
- 25% Dark Ledge

We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.
Clockwise from top left:
• 50% Manchester
  50% Crystal Creek
  50% Irregular
  50% Squares & Strips
• River Rounds
• 50% Brown Ledge
  25% Split Field Ledge
  25% Dark Ledge
• 45% Split Field Squares & Strips
  45% Brown Squares & Strips
  10% Plum Squares & Strips
• 90% Split Field Squares & Strips
  10% Plum Squares & Strips
We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.
Clockwise from top left:

- 90% Split Field Squares & Strips
  10% Plum Squares & Strips
- Brown Irregular
- 50% Brown Irregular
  50% Dark Irregular
- Mica Blend Squares & Strips
- 50% Brown Ledge
  25% Split Field Ledge
  25% Dark Ledge

We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.
Gorgeous stone is our business.

That’s why you’ll find QuarryCut’s ageless thin cut stone gracing the finest storefronts, showrooms, office buildings and dining establishments. Real stone says something about a business – raising it to a higher level that discriminating consumers appreciate. Classic, enduring and tasteful, pure stone is the ultimate selling point for any commercial property.
Clockwise from top left:
- Hudson Granite Squares & Strips
- Mica Blend Squares & Strips
- Old Philadelphia Squares & Strips
- Old Philadelphia Squares & Strips

We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.
Clockwise from top left:

- 50% Brown Squares & Strips
  50% Split Field Squares & Strips
- 50% Split Field Squares & Strips
  50% Brown Squares & Strips
- Hershey Point Irregular
- Old Philadelphia Squares & Strips
- Plum Irregular
We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.
Clockwise from top left:
- 40% Split Grey Squares & Strips
- 30% Hudson Granite Squares & Strips
- 30% Plum Squares & Strips
- Old Philadelphia Squares & Strips
- Dark Squares & Strips
- 40% Dark Squares & Strips
- 20% Split Grey Squares & Strips
- 20% Brown Squares & Strips
- 20% Split Field Squares & Strips
We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.
We offer an expanded palette of colors and styles for every area of your home – all American sourced and finished. View our full collection on back page.
Plywood, Wall Sheathing or Wallboard
Cover the wall sheathing with a water resistant barrier, lap joints 4". Then, per your local building codes, install lath or mesh using horizontally, penetrating the studs a minimum of 1". Stop lath from galvanized nails or staples 6" on center vertically and 16" on center horizontally.

No preparation needed. To ensure that its finished surface contains no release agents (such as form oil), check newly poured concrete. If it does contain form oil, treat the surface with muriatic acid, rinse thoroughly and score with a wire brush. (Figure 2)

Concrete Masonry Stucco – Sealed, Dirty, Painted or Acrylic Finishes
Two options are available:
1. Securely attach lath with concrete nails, or
2. Sandblast or waterblast the original surface then rinse away dust

Please note:
adhesion of an approved bonding material applied to an approved backing.
All installations shall follow guidelines of ASTM C926 (Application of Portland Cement-based Plaster) and ASTM C1063 (Installation of Lathing and Furring to Receive Interior and Exterior Portland Cement-based Plaster). Water-resistant Criteria AC38). Lath shall be minimum 2.5 lb. or 3.4 lb. self-furred meeting ASTM C847 (Specification for Metal Lath). Weep Screeds shall be installed at water resistive barrier to prevent water penetration into the structure.

Established in 1998, QuarryCut pioneered the thin cut stone industry. Never dyed, never treated with chemicals, our genuine stone is a treasure for the ages, all locally sourced and never imported. We are American owned and operated, with quarries throughout the country.

1 ¼" in average thickness, offering today's discriminating consumers a wide array of options to beautify their homes. Our gorgeous stone can be installed with no and scratched or to poured concrete.

Our mountains yield outstanding varieties of color and shape, allowing us to complement any aesthetic, any style, anywhere in the U.S. We've also mastered packaging and trucking to get our products delivered quickly and efficiently.

Our products are made from real stone. Because it's a natural material, our products are offered without warranty of any kind either expressed or implied, but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability for a particular purpose.

Variations in color, texture, cleft and size will occur. Samples, sales materials, photos and digital images are taken to capture any and all the stone you receive.

Laboratory tests are performed on a sample of each particular product. These tests accurately report the specifications of the stone sampled and will generally reflect the specifications found on the majority of that product, but due to the variance in natural stone formations, these specifications may not be reflective of all the stone you receive.

We want you to be satisfied.
**Installation Instructions**

**Plywood, Wall Sheathing or Wallboard**

Cover the wall sheathing with a water resistant barrier, lap joints 4” horizontally, penetrating the studs a minimum of 1”. Stop lath from the finished edges. (Figure 1)

- Galvanized nails or staples 6” on center vertically and 16” on center horizontally.
- No preparation needed. To ensure that its finished surface contains no release agents (such as form oil), check newly poured concrete.
- If it does contain form oil, treat the surface with muriatic acid, rinse thoroughly and score with a wire brush. (Figure 2)

**Concrete Masonry Stucco – Sealed, Dirty, Painted or Acrylic Finishes**

1. Securely attach lath with concrete nails, or
2. Sandblast or waterblast the original surface then rinse away dust.

- Please note: All installations shall follow guidelines of ASTM C926 (Application of Portland cement-based Plaster) and ASTM C1063 (Installation of Lathing and Furring to Receive Interior and Exterior Portland Cement-based Plaster). Water-resistant ASTM C847 (Specification for Metal Lath). Weep Screeds shall be installed at bottom of the exterior stud walls in accordance with ASTM C1063. Verify that all flashings have been installed properly and integrate with the lath.

It is important to recognize that QuarryCut thin stone is a natural veneer, a facing attached to the wall for purposes of providing ornamentation. It is not the real expert; your local building department and local building code will supersede all other written or verbal installation instructions provided by QuarryCut Thin Stone.

- 1¼” type S-12 Pancake Head Super-Tite screws. Screws must be installed on centers equal to 1 screw/sq. ft. and must not be supports of 20 ga. to 12 ga. using United States Gypsum Company’s.

**How to Buy Genuine Stone**

1. Establish in 1998, QuarryCut pioneered the thin cut stone industry. Never dyed, never treated with chemicals, our genuine stone is a treasure for the ages, all locally sourced and never imported. We are American owned and operated, with quarries throughout the country.

2. QuarryCut’s stone can be used for a wide variety of applications. It can be installed in the following ways:
   - Rigid back wall
   - Concrete or masonry
   - QuarryCut thin stone
   - Weather-resistant barrier
   - Mortar
   - Weep screed
   - Metal lath

3. Dry stack vs. mortar
   - Our pure stone can be installed dry stack, which means that the stone is set on the lath and grout that is added between each stone. It is simple and natural. You can also choose to use mortar – grout that is added between each stone.
   - Do you like traditional, country or contemporary?
   - Our pure stone can be installed dry stack, which means that the stone is set on the lath and grout that is added between each stone. It is simple and natural. You can also choose to use mortar – grout that is added between each stone.
   - Whatever your taste, there’s a stone for you. Our enormous selection can capture any color.
   - Our mountains yield outstanding varieties of color and shape, allowing us to complement any aesthetic, any style.

4. About QuarryCut
   - Founded in 1998, QuarryCut is proud to offer the pure stone affordable. From steel mills filled with silence, the coarse stone moves to find its place, the city, the sea, the mountains. "Pricing is a business that you listen to, it is not just what you price, but how you price it." "Selling is just a business that you listen to, it is not just what you sell, but how you sell it.
   - Our exquisite stone can enhance almost any surface, from exteriors, chimneys, walls and pool surrounds to kitchens, fireplaces, archways and wine cellars. Our one-of-a-kind materials are simple to work with and can accommodate curves and corners.

5. About QuarryCut
   - QuarryCut has an expansive range of products available for you to choose from. Please call us today to find the dealer nearest you.

6. QuarryCut.com
   - 77 Wells Road, Parker Ford, PA
   - 710-495-5088 • info@quarrycut.com
   - 77 Wells Road, Parker Ford, PA
   - quarrycut.com
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Quarry cut thin cut stone is exquisite, natural and durable. Best of all, it is available in a countless variety of colors, shapes and styles. You can blend colors, add a special touch with mortar and design the look of your dreams.

As you enjoy the beautiful installations found throughout this catalog, please remember that we can create almost anything. So if you love a certain shade or shape, it can be installed wherever you want.

Every style you see here is also available in corners – cut to exacting measurements to ensure the perfect finished look.
COLORED & SHAPES

Quarry Cut thin cut stone is exquisite, natural and durable. Best of all, it is available in a countless variety of colors, shapes and styles. You can blend colors, add a special touch with mortar and design the look of your dreams.

As you enjoy the beautiful installations found throughout this catalog, please remember that we can create almost anything. So if you love a certain shade or shape, it can be installed wherever you want.

Every style you see here is also available in corners – cut to exacting measurements to ensure the perfect finished look.

DIMENSIONS

Squares & Strips
4-12" high x 4-16" wide

Ledges
2-4" high x 3-14" wide

Irregular
3-11" high x 3-14" wide

Standard corner
4-12" high, 1 return 3-6", 2 return 4-12"

Ledge corner
2-4" high, 1 return 3-6", 2 return 4-12"
Quarry cut thin cut stone is exquisite, natural and durable. Best of all, it is available in a countless variety of colors, shapes and styles. You can blend colors, add a special touch with mortar and design the look of your dreams.

As you enjoy the beautiful installations found throughout this catalog, please remember that we can create almost anything. So if you love a certain shade or shape, it can be installed wherever you want.

Every style you see here is also available in corners – cut to exacting measurements to ensure the perfect finished look.
HOw TO BUY GENUINE STONE

1. Explore your options. Depending on your needs, you can choose from a variety of natural stone options. Each option offers unique characteristics and benefits.

2. Choose the perfect type of stone. Select a color palette that complements your overall design theme. Consider factors such as the color, texture, and pattern of the stone.

3. Pick the perfect size. Size is important when choosing the right stone for your project. Be sure to choose a size that will fit your specific needs and preferences.

4. Select a color palette. Choose a color palette that works well with your overall design theme. Consider the colors of the surrounding materials, such as the walls, floors, and ceilings.

5. Mix in a custom blend. If you prefer a unique color, consider a custom blend. You can create a custom color by mixing different colors of stone together.

6. Dry stack vs. mortar. Dry stack stone is simple and natural. You can also choose to use mortar – grout that is added between the stone pieces to hold them in place.

7. Cut or color patterns. You can choose to cut or color patterns to add a special finishing touch to your project.

8.实验室 tests are performed on a sample of each particular product. These tests accurately report the specifications and characteristics of the stone.

9. Choose your plaster. Select a high-quality plaster that will withstand the elements and provide a durable finish. Consider factors such as the type of plaster and the amount required for your project.

10. We want you to be satisfied. Our products are made from real stone. Because it’s a natural material, our products are offered without warranty of any kind either expressed or implied, but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability for a particular purpose.

11. Our pure stone can be installed dry stack, which means that the stone pieces are held in place with a natural bond. This method is simple and easy. You can also choose to use mortar – grout that is added between the stone pieces to hold them in place.

12. QuarryCut pioneered the thin cut stone industry. Never dyed, never treated with chemicals, QuarryCut thin stone is genuine stone. We own or have exclusive rights to our quarries – which ensures superior pricing and unmatched attention to detail.

13. About QuarryCut. Established in 1998, QuarryCut is a leading manufacturer of thin cut stone. We are American owned and operated, with quarries throughout the United States. Please call us today for more information:

QuarryCut.com
610-495-5088 • info@quarrycut.com
77 Wells Road, Parker Ford, PA